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I AM Sananda. I come in service
to Our Holy Father of Light,
God/Aton
and The Creation.
Greetings, precious chela, Druthea.
Let us begin.
Many of you may wonder what
Santa Claus has to do with the
Anti-Christ. Everything! The Adversary to God in its wish to lace
bondage and limitation upon 8 od’s
Human Creatures upon this plane
knows that to garner the greatest
degree of deception it must begin
with the human in its childhood
state.
You see, the adversary, in order to
maintain deceptive “control” over
ou ones,
must support
its
‘illusion”
of
attachment
to
“physical” matter. The being that
so-called Christians have called
Santa Claus represents the ” od”
(of the adversary) to your Kittle
children. For exam le: According
to the “myth” (dePmed as, “An
or fictitious person,
thing, event or story.) Santa Claus
can BE everywhere around this
planet within a short 8-hour-or-so
period. He will bring “gifts” to all
the “good” children around the
planet. These “gifts” are physical
toys and objects of desire of the
young and “good” child. If the
child is really “good”, he/she receives many gifts of which he/she
has asked for.
This begins the
human’s attachment to having
“things” of material plane versus
desiring the “spiritual” gifts of Our
Creator, God/Aton.

Now the parents, of course, su port this Santa Claus “image”, 0npy
it is not necessarily based upon the
“goodness” of the child, but more
directly based u on the pocketbook abilities of tf:e parent. Since
there is NO such bein
called
Santa Claus as describ e4.f in the
“myth”, it is
erpetuate the lie of the adversary,
y themselves continuous1 allowing, encoura ing and fulfi Yling the
“I want.. . ” f ist of their children.
Essentially,
regardless
of the
“good” intentions of the parents,
they themselves are planting the
seed of, encouraging and sustaining “materialism” within their
child. Those children whose parents cannot “afford” many gifts for
their children most often feel
“guilty”. The child senses this and
unless the parent explains HONESTLY where the gifts come from,
so that the child understands that it
is not based upon his “goodness”
or “badness” but that any ” ifts”
given are based upon the L 5 VEsharing of his parents (or whoever
eiv,“,Jif fy w& b;,ph”c,om[ps;
his
received,
against
what
“perceived” more abundant friends
and peers receive. The child will
most often begin to harbor feelings
of unworthiness and eventually he
may become quite ANGRY with
his parents for allowing- and supporting a LIE.
Am I saying it is “wren ” to give
gifts of material matter.f Not at
all. Parents, you must FIRST simply nurture and encourage the
s iritual “gifts” of Our Creator,
8 od/Aton; especially the spiritual
creative potential within, personal
responsibility, integrity of spirit
within, Love and Joy of life and
.
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ONENESS with all. If Christmas
represents a “time” when family
and friends can be close in communion and sharing of LOVE., and
a “time” of thankful ap reciation
for the gifts of LIFE of 8 od and a
“time” of remembering and giving
back dignity to those who are less
fortunate in physical manifestation,
then God blesses you. Onl , God,
Our Father, and We of x e HIS
HOSTS OF LIGHT would encoura e you to not save this “time” of
sh armg for ONLY societal designated “times” such as Christmas.
MOMENT
HOLY CHRISTED
TION WITHIN!

A DIVINE,
CELEBRA-

I AM suggesting, though, that the
“image” of “roly poly” , Santa
Claus who is “everywhere” (“like”
God) is really the ANTI-GOD’s
attempt at a ver POOR copy of
GOD. Santa Craus represents in
his image figure?
and:;
Kliness”l
perceived
‘benevolence” is real1 the ANTIGOD laughing AT. YyOU because
i;;inparents play his g-ame of-seour own children mto
MAT Bd ALISM and away from
true SPIRIIIJ~LITY.
The “myth”
goes
Claus
says,
“everywhere” where the “good”
children are. Do you .*think perhaps those starving ones., such as
in Ethiopia and HERE within your
own Umted States, are loved LESS
by God/Atofi? Well,
Claus
only gives “gifts” to children who
are “good” according to material
desire

Parents, many of you have given

“EVERYTHING” you could of
material “desires” to your children,
and when they are grown and still
depend u on you in their adult
years anc? then even resent you
ou are baffled. Don’t you seef
Tvhen you ive your child TRUTH
and LOV B and GUIDANCE of
and
ONENESS. THEY WILL HAVE
GAINED ‘ACCESS
TO THE
TOOLS
THEM TO BE
RESPONSIBLE CREATIVE HUMANS OF THIS PLANE. YOU
MUST
GIVE THEM
TRUE
“GIFTS”
SPIRITUAL
KNOWLEDGEOF AND POWER
~~$I\~r$E~
%?? !$D??
NER PEACE and FEAR
challen es put before them, but inOPstead 6
GAIN
PORTUNITIES
TO
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
OF TRUTH

So what am I suggestipg?
Very
of Santa
plainly, that the ‘m
Claus be presented I-PONESTLY to
our children from the beginnin .
4;ou need not continue to FEE %
THE LIE OF ANTI-GOD and
thus, cripple your children by
feeding
them
limitation
and
bondage to “material” ob’ects.
The must learn and KNO d that
TH IzY create ALL within this
experience, including any perYou must teach
ceived “lack”.
your children RESPONSIBILITY
for their thou hts, words and actions and DI!i CIPLINE of their
“minds” by ALWAYS monitoring
their own thoughts. For those of
you parents who have
taught our children the “myth” of
“Santa E laus”, NOW is the time to
;ygnFcf;$“;;
f;;!;e
y;{
air” existing within this deceptive
“satanic m th”. You see, “Satan”
Claus is d OT an ima e of TRUE
TRUE Cf-lristians are
Christians.
those who understand and adhere
to CHRIST consciousness teachings of THE LAWS OF GOD
AND THE CREATION,
called ones who label themselves
“Christian” based on their “belief
in what they are told are the
“teachings” of Christ as presented
erroneously within your various
Bibles.

SEE Santa Claus for that which
this image truly represents: a
ridiculous, gluttonous ima e to
perpetuate COMMERCIAL1 8 M of
material “goods” and ‘services ’ .
Face it, precious ones, MANY
businesses DEPEND upon your
CHRISTMAS season for a major
portion of their business. Just as
the ANTI-GOD DEPENDS upon
your IGNORANCE of Truth to
perpetuate its EVIL FOLLY upon
you. YOU feed the BEAST by
your choice to remain spiritually
ignorant.
Many of you now ma be concerned about YOUR Bb SINESS,
es ecially if ours is one which
ri Bes the MA !JS consciousness tide
of Christmas giving. IF that be
your FIRST concern and NOT
about the integrity and necessity of
YOUR product, then YOU need to
PONDER YOUR priorities of concern more carefully. If your business is trul one which serves our
human bre x ren by truly SERV PNG
GOD, then you need not concern
over its success...GOD’S WILL
BE DONE! But if our
business
rides
upon
MEIi IA
molded and created desires, addictions and “social” tradtttons.. .it
mav be time to carefullv consider
Y&R
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY to GOD. SELF and
YOUR BRETHREN, and therefore, CHANGE
our business!
E:OU
SAY?!
IMPOSSIBLE,
IMPOSSIBLE
NOTHING
IS
rMN
YOU MAKE YOUR
COMMITMENT
SERVE IN BALANCE WHIZ:
~!3~TI~~D/SfTGN.
AND THE
Will it be easy to
change?”
;ou ask. THAT depends upon YOU! Meaning. it desds
upon the degree of resrstan;:
upon
dependence
“material” plane offered and ac“altered” e 0
cepted b
which, oI! cog::
is fed by t.i
Anti-God which ‘YOU have ale
lowed within YOUR TEMPLE OF
GOD. Whether it is eas or not
does NOT matter. WHii N our
commitment to GOD IS M klDE
AT SOUL LEVEL, YOUR SOUL
WITHIN WILL BRING THE
LESSONS TO STRENGTHEN
YOUR SPIRITUAL
CONNECTION AND COMMITMENT TO
GOD. IT WILL BE ENTIRELY
UP TO THE SELF-DEVELOPED
INTEGRITY
WITHIN
as to
.
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whether or not YOU are successful
in YOUR TESTING to allow YOU
entrance within GOD’S HOLY
KINGDOM OF LIGHT. So Be it.
I AM Sananda, ONE with GOD,
in Service to God/Aton and The
Thank you precious
Creation.
chelas for this communion.
May
you receive the clarity and understanding OF GOD, given herein.
Bless you little sister, Druthea, for
our service. Peace be with you.
5
,WEDNESDAY
As we walk through this journey
together, KNOW that our appreciation is as great in return as that
which flows from you, our
from
ground
crew.
brethren,
There is little difference in us and
you except that you have not the
privilege of far-sight and objective
perspective. This is the advantage
given unto us in working one with
another in our task during this time
of trial-- ou to experience and we
to give x e Word. Suffice it to say
that that which ap ears so negative
The acfversary’s troops
is not.
have gotten themselves planetbound and have lost all ability to
“create” things of positive-spiritual
growth and are stuck in their own
mode of destruction. Of course, it
is true that if our work is not sufftciently presented, we are caught in
“their” trap with them. Let us ever
maintain our intent of Truth toward
Godness and we shall b&fine. We,
further, must not allow opportumties to be missed for, if we pay attention, the beast gives us opportunity to change in the midst of that
which he is setting up for his own
use.
EDUCATION

YEAR

How handy of the Conspirators to
begin to focus on “Education”. Of
course what they will focus on is
entirely different from that which
we have in mind. It is a blessed
opportunity for all of you readers-for each of you is a person, a parent, a child and some of you are
even teachers within the “system”.
Let US make a thrust forward with
s eakers, sessions and focus on the
If 3hey” stop your
c!onstitution.
input then they have to be in ad-

mission of their evil plot.
The
plan on their part is to push the
New World Order, The New Constitution, etc. They are now settin you up in America for the
“kif 1”. This is exactly what the
did in the Russias--feed the chi rdren’s and youth’s minds and take
the country. If you cannot reach
the children’s minds then you will
lose the race. If you can ignite the
fire of Liberty, Constitutton and
Freedom within the breasts of the
late high school years and college
students you can change this thing
within weeks. But first, you must
touch the parents so they “give a
damn” about their children--for
you have been taught to despise
our own offspring. Your enemy
4:as caused you to act in manners
which overpopulate, create hardship, chaos m the schools, chaos in
the home (if homes are even intact)
and thus and so.
At any rate,
please do not allow this opportunity to pass for you can know that
your enemy has structured it to
gaijlnosmaximumresults toward more
Dare to have programs of controversial nature--DEMAND that you
offer the youth something of value
in your churches. The churches,
for goodness sakes, are the one
thing wherein YOU SHOULD
IF YOU
HAVE CONTROL.
CAN’T STAND AGAINST A
MINISTER PREACHING LIES,
THEN WHERE IS THE HOPE
FOR YOUR WORLD--OR DO
YOU PREFER TO DONATE A
TITHE WHILE THE PREACHER
LULLS YOU INTO HELL?
Can you do it? Of course you can.
Right in this bigoted little village,
just this week, a Green Beret milltary man gave a “patriotic military” speech to the community and
high school. It wasn’t what Col.
Gritz would give for it was prowar and aggression but how could
Gritz
on
Cal.
tl=Y resist
You will
“publicity” grounds?
never receive a more
atriotic,
country-oriented speech ti
will get from James G%z-yFN
TRUTH OF EXACTLY HOW IT
IS FOR THE MAN DOES NOT
“IDEALISTIC”
SPEAK
ON
HEARSAY--HE ONLY SPEAKS
OF THAT WHICH HE HAS EXIN THIS MANPERIENCED!
NER--TRUTH IS NOT QUES-

TIONED. THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY OF OPPORTUNITIES
TO PLANT THE SEEDS FOR
THE FALL HARVEST.
I must remind you that there is no
a parent concern on the part of the
8 overnment over the lack of income tax payers and the money
continues to flow out like water
from a broken dam so, KNOW
they have mighty plans up their
sleeves and it bodes ill-wind for
you ones. The only thing between
vou and loss of vour nation is the
’ control--THEY
lack of
STILL DO%
HAVE YOUR
WEAPONS BUT THEY ARE
VERY,
VERY CLOSE,
MY
DEAR FRIENDS.
YOU
ALL BUT TIED INFFRE St;:
READY
AND
ROASTER.
I am going to uote some Headlines now and % en shock you--I
hope.
ZIONISTS DIGGING U .S .
1.
GRAVE: U.S. will emerge a defeated and degraded nation in a
Middle East War fighting as ally of
Zionists to help thieves hold onto
Palestine plunder.
TALMUDIC LAW RULES
2.
USA: “Civil Rights” Are Not Civil
Rights But Social Rights, and Not
Amenable to Legislation (U.S.
Supreme Court- 1897).
3. U.S. ON BRINK OF SENSELESS BLOODBATH:
Negroes
victims of False Leaders Directed
by Communists and Zionists.
4.

AMERICA
HATED IN THE WORLD:
Blueprint for National Suicide.
ZIONIST LEADERS CON5.
SPIRE TO RAILROAD UNITED
STATES
INTO
A
THIRD
WORLD WAR.

GUN CONTROL WILL
BE
MOVE BEFORE
“ROBERT
TAKEOVER.
and
KENNEDY--HE DIED FOR ZSOK, now when do you think these
were written?
Vol.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Thursda , April 1,P.1965
March , -*
1970
March 15,-*1965
January, 1968.
February, 1966.
July, 1968.

Since this is being written s ecifitally as an “Express” I wilP take
the o portunity to respond to a
very Pengthy inquiry from one of
our friends who asked about the
coded “secret Kosher food tax” and
if it was truth.
Indeed it is truth and I will outline
a bit of the information regarding
the coding.
CODE ON “KOSHER”
The public is all but totally UA;;
aware that this “tax” exists.
Food Products marked with “K” or
“U” have been &&
by the
“Jewish” Rabbis.
On every pantry shelf in America
lie dozens of canned and packaged
food products which have a small
“K” or “U” (within a circle)
printed on the label. This symbol
informs Orthodox “Jews” that the
items have been checked by a rabbi
to make sure that the have been
with
prepared
in actor tfante
‘kashruth” rules as set ‘out in the
Jewish Talmud.
This means that the food does not
contain a mixture of meat and
roducts, and no pork or
dair
she1YR
fis . American food products
alread are checked by local and
feder aT governmental agencies for
urity and edibility. Jewish certi#tcation that they are Kosher in no
way makes the product any more
wholesome to “Christians”--or to
Jews for that matter.
Millions of, dollars are paid for
Kosher approval. The huge manufacturers of processed food products in America have long kept a
tight lid of secrecy on how much
money they pay for Kosher approval. This subject is so sensitive
that no media outlets dare even

bring up this question before its
readers. The truth, however, is
that untold millions are paid to
Jewish Orthodox organizations for
this totally absurd Kosher certification.
The first roup is Rabbi Bernard
Levy’s ”&I
“,
which issues the “K” insignia. The
other groun is
Now remember that
term “Jewish” is also a “code” indicatin “Elite” followers of
Talmu f (Protocols) and not ii:
Torah, or religious books of the
Hebrews.
In 1975 l?re New
f’A
Jewish owned newspaper) did publish information in a rare article on
the subject. The article states that
the food companies advertise extensively in Jewish publications informing Jews that their products
have been kosher approved. Such
ads are NEVER run in general
publications.
11
says
that the symbols on the products
are printed
on labels which intentional1 go unnoticed by the general pub7ic.
Companies must pay huge sums to
the rabbinical organizations for the
right to use the endorsement.
At
the same time this cost is passed
immediate1 on to you in the form
of higher ?ood prices and you who
are not Jews are kept ignorant of
this information and “tax”. This
includes items such as Oreo
cookies and Jello and all sorts of
totally non-“Jewish”
traditional
food products. Funny thing is, the
non-Zionist “Jews” are the only
ones who have raised objection and
they raised a loud voice against the
practice.
There are only around
600,000 “Orthodox” (Zionists are
NOT Orthodox) Jews in America,
out of some 12 million Jews.
Therefore, the Jews have objected
to this totally unnecessary rip-off
of the American consumer (which
includes the Jewish/American).
It
is referred to in the Jewish circles
as
The label marking goes back to
1919 when Joseph Jacobs set up
As you mi ht assume, it became a multi-mil fion dollar opera-

tion when a million dollars was a
gigantic sum. The racket worked
so well that organized rabbinical
or anizations took it over from Jaco%s in 1925 and went from the
New York area to national distribution. At that point they stopped
spending money on advertising and
ke t the entire “pay-off” for themse ves.

readers, but I think this is sufficient. Thank you for being alert.
DANNY OUAYLE SLIP-OOPS!
I thank Donna B. for sharing this
information and clipping from an
A ril issue of a national newspress
rePease:

As time has assed it has become
an open “black-jack” blackmail
scheme and by year 1960 there
were 225 some odd companies
paying the Jewish kosher tax. B
1966 the number increased to 47 Y
in 1975 some 700 and so on. Ove;
300 rabbis are now at work for the
two Orthodox organizations going
around extracting huge fees for
their kosher stamp of approval.
Would you general readers ret;;:
nize any of the companies?
deed--General Foods, Mueller’s,
Delmonico Foods, Hunt-Wesson
Foods, Inc., Proctor and Gamble
co.,
General Foods Kitchens,
Morton Salt Co., The Nestle Co.,
Lever Brothers Co., Nabisco, etc.
Of course you also have to realize
that most of these named companies are now facade corporations
functioning under huge bankers’
Cartel conglomerates. But you end
up with this “tax” on foods such as
Bartons Candies, Kraft Products,
all Heinz foods, Hunts foods,
Maxwell House, Star-Kist, Kelloggs, Post cereals, Birdseye Products, Gaines Dog Food (and yet I
wonder why the dog needs kosher
food?), Kool Aid, Colgate-Palmolive, General Foods, Cla ps Baby
Foods and on and on. P haven t
time nor inclination to scan any
further.
I will say that you American taxpayers are hit two ways by this vicious blackmail racket. You must
ay higher food prices so that the
Pewish scam-tax can be paid. The
company writes it off as a business
expense and thusly lowers its own
tax--WHICH YOU MUST MAKE
UP. Then the Jewish organizations
collect the total hu e revenue and
DO NOT HAVE T 8 PAY A TAX
BECAUSE THEY ARE “RELIG!OUS ‘I. How the money collected
is spent is a deep dark secret never
revealed!
I hope this answers your inquiry,
0 ‘,
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and so
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-BATH
Dear ones, if you are not sickened
by that which has been Bush-triggered in the Middle East, then I am
not sure we have any meeting
ground.
Bush had to sto the invasion of
Iraq because the !i oviets threatened
to intervene unless he halted the
American advance.
So, at this point the whole area has
collapsed into chaos and ‘a bloodbath triggered by Bush’s own urging of an uprising against Saddam
Hussein--and this time, all of your
observers agree regardless of that
which they tell you. Those poor
refu ees were so taunted and
wor a ed up and terrified for their
lives by the terrorists in their midst
telling them (and showing examples) of that which Saddam would
do to them that ou now have these
millions on dea 3: marches--running
to the unknown from something
which does not and never did exist
as danger to them. And come on,
America--what of those terrible
stories about Kuwait at the hands
of the Iraqis? Dear ones, Iraq inas the 19th provmce,

Kuwait--do you really totally destroy and kill off your own workers? Your own military air force
dropped napalm on most of those
oil wells which are spewing the
pollution about the lands.
How
much will you accept? It certainly
appears to be limitless.
Worse,
you are now going to foot the bill
for even more fire4 hters because
the fires continue to %urn and your
own multi-billion dollar extinguishers are failing, when all it
would take is one very small
air/fuel cell er well and mstantly
all are oo Ped out.
Don’t you
weary o P the lies dumped on your
intelligence?
I want to leave that mess alone for
the minute because that which is
going on while you are distracted,
against the Palestinians, is incredible beyond your imagmmgs.
INNOCENT

CIVILIANS IN
WA11

Operation Desert Storm is technically over, and a few American
troops are drizzling home and being pulled out of Iraq and Kuwait.
But--the killing and the nightmare
carnage in Kuwait continues, although it is now

T&re&i;2d
m-pose of involving
008 U.S. troops m battle
with Iraq ‘was to free the tiny Arab
sheikdom of Kuwait, annexed last
August by Iraqi strongman Saddam
Hussein, and to restore the emir to
this throne.
Following the current cease-fire,
horrifying scenes of terribly tortured and wantonly
murdered
Kuwaitis have filled American
television screens, inflaming the
senses of the American
eople
against Hussein’s “inhuman Erutality” . But ah, it now

However, the American people are
not seeing the heinous horrors now
taking place in Kuwait under the
direction of the Khazarian Mossad
through the Kuwaitis--while the
Americans still in Kuwait are

forced to stand bv and allow thg
atrocities to nroceed!
NEW MURDERERS
Before the eyes of U.S. troops,
Palestinians, who make up about
one-third of Kuwait’s population,
are being hunted down and deported or detained by Kuwaiti
armed forces, secret police and
still-intact civilian resistance to the
Iraqi occupation.
Thousands of Palestinians, Eg tians, Iraqis, Jordanians and oxper
Arab peo le, many of whom were
born m IFuwatt, are being dumped
by the busload over the border mto
the no-man’s land of southern Iraq,
penniless, without food, water or
identification papers.
American soldiers reported, on
March 5, that the came across the
bodies of four %alestinian males,
each of whom had been shot in the
head and emasculated. However,
your U.S. military command insists there is actually no problem
“and all that will clear up’ . Doctors are reporting hundreds of
cases of horriblamutilations among
the Palestinian population. Among
Palestinians brought to one hospital
were six men shot execution-St le
with a bullet in the head. Al e
same groups within Kuwait now
describe the killings of the Palestinians as “worse” and “more brutal” than they described prior to
the “invasion’ .
What will happen to those in Iraqi
territory?
There is one refugee
camp located about a mile inside
Iraq where more than 600 deportees are receiving only shelter beneath the plastic given them by
American troops from the read -toeat meal containers.
They Kave
had to live solely upon the genof passing
American
erosity
troops.
But the Americans are
now ordered “out”. Please, in the
name of God Almighty, wake up,
peo le--can
ou not see
our
pligKt? Equal 1y as bad as for x ose
Palestinians are theAE
stiti\L;
Palestine--THEY
UNDER MARTIAL LAW AT
THE HANDS OF THE KHAZAR
ELITE--not able to come out or
work or even “live”. Shamir answers the in uiries regarding occupation land-%uilding for Jews as
‘,
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necessary and plans are “to continin21gd~
mission is to develop
America--YOU ARE
NEXT!
’
WHAT OF RUSSIA’S “HELP”
The facts are, and are. now coming
public, that it simply 1s not as presented to you--surprise!
The Bush administration atrrri.Fae
Establishment
news
marchin
in the usual lock-step
durin t%e Persian Gulf War, portray J to the American eople the
great importance of 8 oviet involvement in the conflict. BS!
It IS true that there was Soviet involvement and that its impact was
significant, but not, however, in
the manner that the American people have been told.
While the Bush administration has
ortrayed the Soviets as helping to
1 ond together the so-called multinational coalition facing the forces
of Iraq’s Saddam Hussein, the
truth is that the Soviets were heavily supporting the Iraqis before and
during the battle.
In addition to supplying materiel
and military advisers throughout
the conflict, the Soviets were allowed by the Iraqis to share sophisticated U .S . technology obtained from captured U.S. wea ons
when Kuwait was invaded anB annexed by Iraq.
s
In addition, now French intellience sources reveal openly that
8 oviet military personnel actually
served in forward battlefield posttions with the Iraqis.
To create the ima e of Soviet cooperation with U. ! . forces, it was
leaked to the U.S. media that the
KGB had provided the CIA with
considerable, detailed information
about Iraq’s Soviet-built arsenal of
wea ons. However, in the middle
of tRe cover-up it is now discovered that most information regarding the arsenal of weaponry,
mostly from Russia, was deliberately delivered by Soviet military
“defected”
last
officers
who
November and have mysteriously
one home a ain. You see, and
5 chwarzkopf i as told you as much

--

on open television, and I told you a
year ago, that this particular little
war was planned well over two
years ago.
thin about little wars--the
truth usual Hy unfolds because the
world,
except
(apwent#~
America, is gettin nervous.
French intercept J Russian radio
broadcasts from some 150 Soviet
military advisers who remained in
Iraq to operte electronic listening
posts
receive
satellite
reconnaissance focused into the
area. The fact is that the Soviet
military advisers and technical
people never LEFT Iraq.
Now, you who think this “New
World Order” of the Khazar Zionist Cartel is a ood idea, I su gest
you had better Kook again. Al f you
did in this war was give the Khazars a good foothold to manipulate
you and that is PROVEN by the
very fact that all your dealings
since the so-called cease-fire have
been to kee Baker in Israel with
Shamir an cf the other terrorists
such as Assad, etc. I would be
VERY NERVOUS if I were you-for guess what they have planned
for those empty militar
bases
which are bein “closed 4 . What
will you do wi t% so many military
men and women back in an already
bankrupt work force? The insurance industry is collapsing NOW,
the banks (except for the Master
Cartel) are collapsing, the S&L’s
have collapsed-- our nation is
bankrupt and the KouseYofu;ar$o;
in the whirlwind.
stitution is totally disre arded by
the very men you “eBected” to
protect ou--you locked the foxes
inside x e henhouse.
You have
turned your government into. a
“democracy” controlled by voting
numbers into your enemy s hands.
Your own President has openly
stated to ou that you are now a
“DEMOC ii4 CY” and no longer a
Republic. That means government
by the majority vote of Congress-and the ma’ority of Congress is
totally and a$ solutely controlled by
the Zionist Elite. Everything from
here on in will be controlled
through Executive Orders and
Emergency Regulations ‘ust as was
set up so convenient r’y b the
“War”. Worse, they no ronger
bother to hide the facts from you
except in the most slip-shod man-

1 repeat something I told you long
ago-- ou are ex endable and you
will ite expend et except for those
who can serve the new Kings.
Once you allow the total loss of
our
Constitution--YOU
ARE
f; EAD! If you don’t believe that
you are vulnerable and that the enemy is on your own doorsteps-how about just a little comfort zone
su rise for you.
On April 3rd
(181) your own military officials
had to admit, under inqutr , that a
MIG intruder (fighter-born iier) was
over Florida, undetected by radar
or any other means. No interceptors were scrambled to even check
out the MiG-23 flown by a Cuban
pilot and worse, tower personnel at
Key West were unaware of the foreign fighter until it circled the field
several times.
Dear ones, that
particular
MiG-23
is nuclear
weapon capable!
thing
about this is that this incident occurred and
u readers were told
about it wP en it happened on
March 20. Comforting to know
that not only do these things happen but you are not informed (and
even then the incident goes into the
deep freeze) for weeks?
Good
luck, America.
Not to worry, though, America,
for your leaders are right on top of
things and ready to stand up for
America and the Constitution as
shown by your own wondrous
Colin Powell to be Guest of Honor
and receive accolades “for his service to unification of American-Israeli brotherhood”.
His ap earante was the highlight of the tflreeday conference in Washington *of
t;hTrcan-Israel
Public Affairs
Many conferees even
had tears ‘in then eyes as they
watched a lo-minute film, made by
American-Israel
Public
Affairs
Committee’s
office in Israel-showing Ira i missile attacks and
the arrival 0P U.S. Patriot anti-missile batteries.
Dharma, it is long ast lunch time
and we need a bre s . Then I wish
to discuss a few more points regarding robotoids for I seem to
‘1
.
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have stirred up the hornets. You
will note however, that you now
have first-hand information from
one who is on the “inside” and
knows the CIA very., very well and
you got confirmation,
recious-even mores0 you learn es that the
replications coming out of Ja an
are even more superbly era Red
than those coming prior to now.
Also please note the newly coming
co-ventures and meetings with
Gorbachev of Japan’s top people-in Japan. Also note that within the
week Gorbachev re uested 500
million dollars in ad 8 itional food
credits--FROM YOU AMERICA-and got it! That means that all the
prior is used up and now the flow
will be quite steady. Pray for a
ood gram crop this year, chelas,
!or all your reserves are gone! So
be it. Let us take a rest, please.
Thank ou. I ask that efforts to
get OP$2RATION SHANSTORM
to the printers be kept high on the
list of ‘to do”. I also request that
Druthea’s transmission from Esu
Sananda be gotten into an Express
and perhaps someone can work a
bit on possibilities of utilizing the
Education thrust as mentioned.
Hatonn

WELFARE
THE

(SICK-FARE)

Greetings Precious chela, Druthea.
I AM Sananda in service to
God/Aton of LIGHT and The Creation. Our subject thid day is that
which you ones call “Welfare” and
which is actually that which is not
for the welfare of ones, !but instead
binds ones ever into crippled
bondage of NO DIGNITY and social separation.
defined as: 1. “The condition of faring well. 2. Aid, as
money, food, or clothing given to
m
defined as,” Receiving aid from the
Government because of need. ”
You ones NOW have within your
United States of America the s stem of functionin
called
efined as, “A
government that assumes a large
measure of responsibility for the
social welfare of its citizens.”
Your government, meaning you

tax- ayers who have taken responsibi P*
ity for our own welfare, are
?mancial responsibility
$?%t&
and their families who
find themselves “unable” to care
financially for themselves.
Do ou realize that
ou have
WHC!LE generations or families
WHO exist in self-perceived helplessness and attachment to your
SOCIAL
WELFARE
system?
They are trained ;asi;&;f
our
system because 51
d no
other way except x rough crime,
drugs, weapons etc. to care for
themselves.
The parents are dependent, they teach their children
this same dependency, as well as
lack of dignity and personal reKNOW that THEY have
within to change their circumstance.
They choose instead to
remain as outcasts, angry and
blaming of the system which robs
them of their human dignity, yet
helpless, they feel, to change it.
Most of these ones, feel NO ONE
cares about them, and rightly so.
A government which operates on a
“social welfare” system assumes
responsibility where it has NO
business assuming same. You are
being programmed for helpless,
non-thinking slavery and that is
why I call your welfare SICKFARE because it s reads a cancer
of helpless apathy tt at destro s the
dignity of the human and o7 your
ONCE great and FREE nation.

This means,
precious ones, that YOU must use
GOD-GIVEN
reasonin
yqur
minds, ASK for guidance, TA Kl5
personal res onsibility and DO
something to fv EAN yourself OFF
of the POISONED breast of
WELFARE
(SICKFARE).
God/Aton has gifted EACH ONE
of YOU with abilities to care for
yourselves when you take personal
responsibility
and are m HIS
SERVICE. So whose service are
you in when you become a victim
of SOCIAL WELFARE,
“Big
Brother take care of me, I cannot
E;7 care of myself” MENTALI hear the protests now, “How can
we expect ones who only know the
system of welfare to just break free
of it?” Is it not wiser to break
from this “illusion” of bondage to
the system of SICKFARE while it
is still YOUR choice to do so?
What I am preparing you for, precious ones? is that there will be a
time coming, sooner than
ou
think, in which YOUR Gd VERNMENT will NOT have the
funds for WELFARE recipients of
any and all kinds. Your government is BANKRUPT financially
and it has been planned this way,
as you must know if you have been
studying
Commander
carefully
Hatorm s messa es within l7ze
The Beast
which operates and controls YOUR
government and YOUR media has
conditioned you ones to DEPENDENCY...You make more compliant slaves, that way.

This thread is woven into a web of
!E3Zg
%?&;,m,anX~~:
You undoubted1 have heard the
phrase, “God wi Y1 Provide” spoken
quite loosely from the mouths of
those so-called Christian ones.
The so-called Christian leaders
most often say this in a VERY patronizing way to one who has social and financial “misfortune”.
And soon this follower of what is
Human-Religious deceptive doctrine will soon tell himself “God
will Provide” as he waits in line
for his welfare check or asks for
assistance from his family or
friends.
I say this, GOD DOES PROVIDE
and the catch is$zG GOD HELPS
THOSE

MOST of you would not know
how to feed yourselves if you did
not have functioning and operational grocer stores! It is time
that each 0 KE of ou, whether
you are a WELFA RI!! recipient or
simply a person working for some
corn any within the system, really
THI R K about where YOUR personal weaknesses are as far as true
AUTONOMOUS (self- overning)
INDEPENDENCE
anf
SELFSUFFIENCY goes.
YOU will
each need to consider YOUR own
weaknesses, that YOU ma then
STRENGTHEN YOURSEL B ES in
those areas which keep you in
bondage of what is in actuality
blatant communism
which the
“elite” are now calling
defined as, ,‘I1. A form of
*
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in which political
government
power resides in all the pea le and
is exercised by them direc tfy or is
iven to representatives.
2. A
s tate so governed. 3. The spirit or
practice of political, legal or social
equalit .” The problem with this
term, 6 emocracy as THEY mean
it, it is that it is equalit of the
elite to maintain tight C d NTROL
over the masses for their own
MEANS.
And Equalit
of all
YOU SLAVES to have x 0 rights
except those THEY, the tyrants,
wish to grant you.
What ou actually want to be able
to cal r your government as FREE
and autonomous individuals is a
defined as, “A state in
which
resides in
the people and the legislative and
administrative powers are lodged
in the offtcers elected b them. ”
Your government
NO & is a
ridiculous joke in that YOU the
PEOPLE elect NO ONE and the
POWERS of o eration are curi Y’XJR CONgo;
. O;;sO
E
course,
ENOUGH of ‘you are willin to
demand adherence to YOUR 8 onstitution and Bill of Ri hi ann takke
BACK YOUR PO &
tonomous sovereignt
as a REPUBLIC FOR and BG THE PEOPLE.. .A NATION UNDER GOD.
I, Sananda and my brothers of
LIGHT who are with me, Lord
Michael, St. Germain, Commander
Hatonn, and ALL the others who
serve
AND OUR Divine
Father Aton wish only to impress
upon you that although your selfcreated circumstances are quite
YOU
CAN
STILL
serious,
CHANGE THEM
will RECOGNIZE YOUR ersonal
and POW l! R that
responsibilit
r$ss,WITH YN YOU...EACH OF
I honor one, WB, who has struggled as a true PATRIOT of freedom and one who serves our Father God/Aton. He has thought of
an excellent idea for successfully
reaching yoti so-called elected political representatives. He calls his
plan, *“Ado t a Legislator”. Most
ingenious f-lis plan is. Ones will
more or less “adopt” one or more
of the Congressmen, Senators and
other Representatives of their State
MAKE
THEIR
and literally

VOICES HEARD, LOUDLY and
FREQUENTLY.
You see, NOT
are evil within the system. If
ones have an ounce of conscience
of duty left within them, they can
be turned about and out of the
hands of evil
YOU
THE PEOPLE CARE ENOUGH
AND WILL SUPPORT THEM
ALL THE WAY!
God Blesses
you precious, WB, and HIS light
shines ever with thee.
Now many of you by now may be
wondering if I am telling you not
to support those ones who have become self-trapped, through ignorance and apathy within the system
of what is termed Welfare and
which is actually Sick-fare. I am
tellin
you that YOU support
THEh
bondage by continually
supporting, through your illegal
taxes,
Will you
heln a homeless nerson or familv
when the “0 pot&nit ” is befork
vou? OF C 8 URSE +OU WILL!
But NOT BY TARING AWAY
THEIR DIGNITY AND FEEDING
THEIR
PERCEIVED
“HELPLESS” BELIEF. You will
insteadlinFsactiTf soTme&gFfgg
the
wherein after you fill their hungry
tummies, you help these self-unfortunate ones HELP THEMSELVES.
This is not a NEW
term, WORK-FARE, many have
tried to adopt this type of program
within your current bloated and
corrupted system, mostly without
success.
Those of you who have been prudent and have done your homework in establishing autonomous
self-sufficiency have not done so
ONLY for yourselves and our
families. Many of you, who Eave
the ability, have provided for
MORE than the needs of your
family. Your best “SURVIVAL”
in the probable times ahead of Financial dispersion and uncertainty
will be in COMMUNITY effort,
neighbor assisting neighbor, barter
and sharing of resources, skills and
duties. This is WHY Commander
Hatonn and many others on your
plane have stressed the importance
of SMALL TOWN LOCATION of
livin circumstance.
With fewer
peop f e, and developed self-sufficiency of the most of these, you
will be able to function in
comfort compared to those who

find themselves on the streets of
large metropolitan cities.
It is time that ou ones begin to
learn about and r;RACTICE TRUE
COMMUNITY that you will develo a BOND of commitment to
EA 8 H OTHER and therefore TO
GOD.
defined as,
” 1. A group of people living toether in the same locality and
h avin common customs, interests,
etc. 1 The district in which they
live. 3. People having specified
interests in common: the scientific
community; The German-American
. 4. The public; society
in gener . 5. CornnTton;~oesh;p
or partici ation.”
nity call J Tejas Shape, (Valle 0;
Radiance) is THE MODEL B NE
chosen to be the leader in
establishin business with integrity
which is fiirectly in SERVICE to
GOD. Many other such communities are beginning and will form
as well. Tehachapr, as it is called
currently, has the quiet and honored distinction of being chosen
BY GOD to be the model to represent a balanced circle of sovereign,
self-sufficient individuals who cooperate and
erate as a team of
those who S3 PORT AND LIVE
according to THE LAWS OF GOD
AND THE CREATION. A
on the other hand, is defined as, “A group of persons., not
forming a single family, having a
home or land in common. ” This
usually means, home, land and
BED m common as well. THIS IS
WHY THESE ONES, THESE
INDIVIDUALS
SOVEREIGN
“GET THE
WomNGOUTT9
WORD
CALLED A GROF
0:‘:
.the are individual
ones with a CO hJ MON interst in
TRUTH who work together as a
GOD-team to assist YOU. their
brethren, throu h dissemination of
THE WORD. %ack into GODLY
balance and behavior. I do trust
this is clear. So be it.

publisher George Green will be lecturing with Desiree’ Stevens on
May 12th at the UFO Expo West
May 11th & 12th at the Los An~~efi~~$~~~b~e
call 1 213 850-8919
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I AM Sananda, One With God. I
bless you ones and honor
our
courage to stand for truth. d ank
ou, precious Druthea, for your
Kumble service and dedication.
God is ever with thee, chela.
Peace BE with you. Salu.

Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986 Tehachani. CA. 93581.
For credit card orders Tele hone 1
729-4131
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